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Intellectual Property 
Issues Watch

• intellectualproperty.wor
dpress.com

• Forums

• 創作與再創作 
www.cusu.hk/talk/

• 保護產權=保護創意?

• Regular Meeting (For 
FUN!), Advocacy on 
Media, ... etc

http://www.cusu.hk/talk/
http://www.cusu.hk/talk/


Today’s Outline

• Free Software / Open Software Movement

• Licenses

• Related Movement

• Patent (by Rick Mak)

• DRM / Open Format (by “HKXForce”)



Free Software 
Movement



WHY in this lesson?

Many free culture movement are influenced by Free Software Movement (The organizational 
structure, the ideology, the tools they used), and some people even say that Web 2.0 is “open 
sources everything”.



History
and I know it is bored



Copyright Act of 1976

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the hacker culture that Stallman thrived in began to fragment. To prevent software from being used on their competitors' computers, most 
manufacturers stopped distributing source code and began using copyright and restrictive software licenses to limit or prohibit copying and redistribution. Such proprietary software 
had existed before, and it became apparent that it would become the norm. This shift in the legal characteristics of software can be regarded as a consequence triggered by the 
U.S. Copyright Act of 1976, as stated by Stallman's MIT fellow Brewster Kahle



Xerox 9700

From DigiBarn Computer Museum

Stallman had modified the software on an older printer (the XGP, Xerographic Printer), so it electronically messaged a user when the person's job was printed, and would message 
all logged-in users when a printer was jammed. Not being able to add this feature to the Dover printer was a major inconvenience, as the printer was on a different floor from most 
of the users. This one experience convinced Stallman of the ethical need to require free software. At that time, it became clear that he wanted people to discard proprietary 
software

http://www.digibarn.com/collections/printers/xerox-9700/
http://www.digibarn.com/collections/printers/xerox-9700/


GNU’s Not Unix
(Since 1983)

In January 1984, Stallman quit his job at MIT to work full-time on the GNU project, which he had announced in September 1983. He did not complete a Ph.D. but has been 
awarded six honorary degrees

http://www.gnu.org/gnu/manifesto.html
http://www.gnu.org/gnu/manifesto.html


Freedom of Software

• You have the freedom to run the program, for any 
purpose.

• You have the freedom to modify the program to 
suit your needs.

• You have the freedom to redistribute copies, either 
gratis or for a fee.

•  You have the freedom to distribute modified 
versions of the program, so that the community 
can benefit from your improvements. 

Freedom of Software are the “political agenda” of Free Software Movement.

Students should understand that each of these statement are closely related. For instance, if 
you can’t “modify the program”, how can you “run the program, for any purpose”? 



Free Beer

Free Software is about moral right of freedom, not about getting some “Free of charge”



GNU

• An Alternative

• Raise Awareness

• Advocacy to Legislation Work

GNU project is
1) giving a alternative of operating system to Unix (which is not free)
2) raising public awareness with GNU manifesto, or other campaigns
3) doing many advocacy work to Anti-DRM, Anti Software patent... etc



Is Free Software 
Communist?

Video: The Turth About Open Sources

We are communist:
1. Free Software is about sharing, and unity of purpose.
2. Free Software follows the logic of “From each according to his abilities, to each according 
to his needs.”
3. Free Software can work because software have zero replication cost!
4. People afraid of communist only because they have “a gun”, so why you afraid free software 
even if we are communist? 

We are not communist:
5. It is not all about sharing -- it is about money, and “reputation game”
6. CNN JS. Kelly: Proprietary software is more like communism = It is top-down, central 
planning, while free software encourage free-market
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twAyI4LPk0Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twAyI4LPk0Y


Open Source 
Movement
(when business come in)

Open Sources are:
1) principles and practices that promote access to the design and production of goods and 
knowledge
2) Marketing buzz word - “Free means cheap, and cheap is no good”



Birth of Open Source

1) Advanced Research Projects Agency Network used a process called ‘Request for 
Comments’ to develop network protocol in 1960s
2) 1998 - Release sources code of Netscape Navigator



Technical Superiority

Open sources is all about technical superiority but not “freedom of software”. They believe 
open sources model can create better work, for instance, in the case of software:
1) Open sources software usually have better security
2) They argue that open sources software can better serve user’s needs



and Its Marriage with 
Free Software...

When Linus developed a Unix-competiable operating system kernel (Linux), but lacking of a 
system libraries; And Richard Stallman developed a Unix-competiable system libraries (GNU 
Project), but lacking of a system kernel. GNU / Linux comes up.



Alan Cox:
 "Majority of the kernel 

developers don't buy the 
FSF political agenda"



Eric Raymond:
 "If you want to change the 
world, you have to co-opt 
the people who write the 

big-checks"



Open Sources Culture

• Collaborative Community

• Open and Free

• Public Discussion as a Decision Making 
Process



How?

• Communication

• Mailing Lists / IRC

• Ticketing System

• Wiki

• Organizational Characteristics

• Flat Hierarchy

• Micro Contribution

• Discussion



Which text editor is 
better? Vim or Emacs

“Vim or Emacs” is a very famous disagreement amongst Open Sources Community.



We share the same 
value....

(Or we will do a “Fork”)

“Forking” means the community of a project separated into two.



Open Sources in....

• Software

• Creative Work (Wikipedia, WikiBooks...)

• Business (Innovation Happens Elsewhere)

• Government (New Zealand Police Act)

http://intellectualproperty.wordpress.com/2007/10/05/new-zealand-police-act-review-by-wiki/
http://intellectualproperty.wordpress.com/2007/10/05/new-zealand-police-act-review-by-wiki/


Criticism



I don’t know how to 
use this s***!

Open Sources Model use a lot of IT technology.



I am the Law!
See: Wikipedia official policy

Open Sources Community tends to have a lot of law. Starter feels difficult to join when the 
project grow.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Wikipedia_official_policy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Wikipedia_official_policy


Linus Torvalds: 
“ I’m the only person that 
has that degree of trust”

1. Once he told bootnet.com, answering why developers in Linux didn’t grow into a chaos.
2. Linus is the person make major decision, declare when a version no. changes.
3. Is it some kind of dictatorship?



Show me your money!

Capitalist Economist argues that Open Sources Model (some kind of gift economy) can’t work 
because it cannot provide enough incentives for people to do contribute.



You get what you pay 
for...

Video: The Colbert Report (Wikiality, WikiLobbying)

Some people argue that open sources model substitute elite with amateur. 

http://www.comedycentral.com/shows/the_colbert_report/index.jhtml
http://www.comedycentral.com/shows/the_colbert_report/index.jhtml


$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

How business join Open Sources Movement?



Redhat, MySQL, JBoss
Services / Products

* Software/ Consultant Services



Thousand of Embed 
Devices Manufactuor

Open Sources = Out-sourcing?



IBM , Sun
Break the network effect

See: Dell Free Software Commercial Advertisement

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RfkucaGv0oA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RfkucaGv0oA


Copyleft License



Why it is important?

• Copyright Law “Protection”

• All right reserved

• Protected automatically

• What if I don’t want the protection!?



GPL:
General Public License
• Vendor must also distribute human 

readable sources code with binaries

• Modified version must distributed under 
GPL license too

• License patents to anyone if you have 
patents

• No DRM or any measure to limit the 
software



“Copyleft”

Copyleft use the copyright law to ensure freedom of work -- avoid others take the freedom 
out when modifying the work



Strong or Weak?
LGPL -- weak version of GPL

Strong Copyleft License always impose its license to all derivated work, while Weak Copyleft 
do not. GPL is a Strong Copyleft License since any code used "GPLed" code have to be 
released in GPL license too. While LGPL have an exemption of when new code is dynamically 
linked with "LGPLed" code, the new code do not have to be licensed under LGPL. Example of 
Application of Strong Copyleft licenses: Wikipedia



Public Domain
No Right Reserved



BSD-style License
Offer many of the same freedom as releasing in Public 

Domain



Creative Commons
Some Rights Reserved

Read more at http://www.creativecommons.com



What is FREE?
GPL / BSD / Creative Commons or Public Domain


